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I. INTRODUCTION
The Materials and Processes Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) developed a
need for an additional test device to aid in the nondestructive testing of flat plate type structures. This
need arose after manual testing of a section of SRB flight hardware proved difficult and time consuming.
To fulfill this need the Nondestructive Evaluation Branch within this Laboratory designed and had built
a small portable X-Y scanner capable of testing flat plate, primarily utilizing eddy current test probes
but adaptable to other type test probes such as ultrasonic. This report presents the technical description
and operational details of the scanner.
11. DESCRIPTION AND THEORY OF OPERATION
A. Description
1. Gen ral. The X-Y scanner system was developed to enable use, of standard eddy current
probe-coil detection units of shaft diameters ranging from 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) to 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) for
detection of surface or near-surface defects in flat plate. However, an y other probe or test device such
as ultrasonic, within the diameters given above, could also be employed, if an X-Y scan over a flat surface
is desired.
Design of the scanner was based on the concept of a light weight assembly, having great port-
ability, ease of operation, and employing as simple a drive mechanism as could be conceived, for purposes
of low cost, ease of fabrication and maintenance, and durability. To achieve the light weight, most of
the structure was made of aircraft grade aluminum, with some use of standard angle sections for the
frame. A parallelogram-type slide structure was chosen for the slides, using precision ground steel
shafting. All sliding parts contained prelubricated sleeve bearings for compactness, low friction, and
case of maintenance.
The system (Fig. 1 and 2) measures 35.56 cm (14 in.) by 38.74 cm (15.25 in.) length by width,
and weighs 3.17 kg (7 lb) in its operating condition and 7.93 kg (17.5 lb) with its storage container.
The assembly is completely portable and is easily handled by one person. It employs a miniature 12 V
motor to drive a continuous or closed loop helix shaft, which in turn guides a follower attached to the
eddy current detector support saddle over an "Y" scan path. As the follower reaches the end of the
Helix travel and is reversed in direction, the ratchet strikes a cam gear mounted on a shaft carrying a
gear engaged to a rod used to index the saddle in the "Y" direction. In this manner of movement,
"X" scan is accomplished over a travel of 20.32 cm (8 in.) in approximately 3 sec, while a "Y" index of
approximately 1.58 mm (0.0625 in.) is accomplished every two scans in the "X" direction. Travel in the
"Y" direction is approximately 20.32 cm (8 in.). Combined X-Y scanning enables a coverage of 412 em2
(64 in.21. Once a scan is completed, the cam gear must be disengaged at the end of the "Y" travel, and
the saddle and its support mechanism returned to the start position of "Y" index. A plate area of
412 cm 2 (64 in. 2) can be scanned in less than 2 min. i
I
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2. Function of Major Components. The functions of the major components are as follows:
a) 12 Vdc Motor — This is geared down from its 4S0 rpm rotation by a 10:1 ratio Sear box to
drive the eddy current probe support saddle over an "X" direction travel at a velocity of approximately
7.62 cm (3 in.)/sec.
b) Saddle_ — This component provides the support for the eddy current probes and enables their
traverse in the "X" direction. A second purpose is to contain the ratchet that strikes the index cam Sear,
creating the "Y" direction index. Thirdly, it houses the scan pin which engages the helix machined
shaft geared to the do motor. Lastly, this component supports and positions the potentiometer which is
used to record the "X" position of the saddle and eddy current probe.
c) Helix Shaft — This shaft has a continuous helix groove machined in it to a pitch of 2.86 cm
(1.125 in.) so that full spirals are created with a closed loop radius at both ends. As this shaft is con-
tinuously rotated at 45 rpm by the do motor it forces the saddle to traverse back and forth in the "X"
direction through engagement of the scan pin housed in the saddle body.
d) Main Slide Support — A housing which slides in the "Y" direction, supporting the tubes
which guide the saddle and containing the cam gear, rack mating gear, pawl, and related parts comprising
the "Y" direction index mechanism. In addition, it is the housing for one end of the helix shaft.
e) Slide Support — At the opposite end of the saddle support tubes from the main slide support,
this item also houses the saddle support tubes, and slides over the large "Y" direction support tubes,
maintaining the parallelogram of the X-Y scanner design. The potentiometer for recording the "Y"
position is supported by this component.
f) Ratchet — This is the part that causes the "Y" direction index by striking the cam gear at the
end of the travel of the saddle. It rotates the cam gear a fraction of a complete revolution, leading to an
index of approximately 1.58 min 	 in.) every reciprocation of the saddle. The ratchet is reposi-
tioned to its striking position by a flat spring. Shims are used to set the contact area between cam gear
and ratchet.
g) Pawl — This small part engages the cam gear and prevents back-lash when "Y" index occurs.
It is held in contact with the cam gear by a miniature coil spring.
h) Cam Gear — A specially designed and machined gear that receives the force of the ratchet
when contacted, causing it to rotate, and in turn rotating a gear meshed with a rack, on the same shaft.
The turning action of the rack gear against the rack causes the main slide support and slide support
assembly to index in the "Y" direction.
3. Operatinit Range, Mechanic I. This scanner is designed for operation over flat plate and will
scan an area of approximately 412 cm (64 in. 2), equal to 20.32 em (8 in.) in both X and Y travel, each
complete cycle of operation. With limita*'onF, it will operate over plate inclined from the horizontal,
even to the 90 deg position. This will be limited by weight and configuration of the eddy current probes
and attached wiring. Coverage of a 412 cm 2
 (64 in. 2) area can be accomplished in approximately 2 min.
4. Operating Parameters, Eddy Current. The saddle, in which the eddy current probe is retained,
can readily accommodate probes measuring 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) to 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) diameter. Small
probes also can be accommodated if additional spacers are provided. Typical eddy current instrumenta-
tion having a light weight, highly flexible probe cable should be employed.
4
r
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S, Power Requirements. The drive motor operates at 12 Vdc, drawing no load current of 100
mA and 11 o3 Mmm" en3^ mA. The 12 V power roust be supoied by a separate pewter up*.
Two standard 1.5 V "D" size batteries, mounted on the scanner thine, supply valtage outputs via two
position4ndicator potentiometets, allowing scats position display at a separate osdHowope.
6. System Drawinats, A complete set of mechanical drawings is enclosed herein. These am
reflected by dwg numbers EH 13-16 through -23 and EH 13-26 through -48.
Ill. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 	 Ma PAGE IS
A. Operation for Horisantal Phb TOM"	 QUALITY
For horizontal plate testing, the operator should proceed as follows:
1) Remove the scanner from its carrying case and place it over the flat plate area to be scanned,
2) Check the plate area for obstructions to scan travel, assuring their absence.
3) Check the general levelness of the scanner, in relation to the plate surface being scanned,
adjusting the four stem glides as necessary to assure level, stable positioning.
4) Install the eddy current probe in the saddle and adjust probe to desired height (Uft-oft)
above platy.
5) Assure ON/OFF switch is in OFF position, and connect external 12 Vdc power supply.
Adjust to 12 V. if necessary.
0 C induct nomial hookup and adjustment of eddy current testinp instrumentation.
7) aide the saddle and main slide support assembly to the extreme "Y" index position opposite
the batterY side of the frame. Disengagement of the brass index pawl from the index gear will be
necessaryy to enable this movement; hold the pawl away from the cam gear as the assembly is moved to
its start position.
8) Position the saddle to the mid-scan position on its support shafts, by manually turning either
the helix shaft or the gear coupling the scan shaft to the do motor.
9) Assure the Hrlix shaft grove and both pairs of support tubes are liberally lubricatt.d. Apply
a light machine oil or grease, it' necessary.
10) Place the ON/OFF switch in ON position and observe scanning motions.
11) Continuously monitor scanning and indexing motions for occurrence of mechanism binding.
WARNING Fxcescive
 
binding can cause overloading of the motor and result in motor damage!
12) if excessive binding occurs, immediately place ON/OFF switch in OFF position and check
for foreign material or insufficient lubricant on the slide mechanisms, scanner/probe to plate inter-
ference, or other cause, To restart scanning, repeat step 8) above, and remove the cause of binding
before placing the ON/OFF switch hack in the ON position.
6
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13) When the end of "Y" travel is reached, the limit switch should shut-off the scanner, however,
monitor the operation so as not to allow the scanner to drive to the extreme "Y" position where jam-
ming with the frame may occur. Place the ON/OFF switch iii the OFF position once the limit of "Y"
travel is reached. Repositioning the scanner to the desired start position per step 8 can then be accom-
plished and scanning started by placing ON/OFF switch to "ON" position.
B. Operation for Indined Plate Testing
For inclined plate testing, the operator should proceed as follows:
1) Provide means for fixed positioning of the scanner over the plate area to be tested.
?) Assure that the scanner is oriented such that the "Y" axis travel (index) is in the up direc-
tion and the "X" axis (saddle) travel is approximately horizontal.
3) Check the parallelism of the scanner relative to the p:ate to be scanned.
4) hollow steps 4) through 13) listed previously.
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